New Mailing Lists Website Offers Hot New
Prospects for Marijuana Dispensaries and
CBD Oil Products Nationwide
Marketing marijuana and CBD oil in the US
has exploded in popularity, and the
marketplace is booming. Top shelf New CBD
Oil and Marijuana Marketing Lists
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For Immediate Release
New Mailing Lists Website Offers Hot New
Prospects for Marijuana Dispensaries and
CBD Oil Products Nationwide.
Marketing marijuana and CBD oil in the
US has exploded in popularity, and the
marketplace is booming. New CBD oil and
marijuana marketing lists offer the
chance to build up sales leads
significantly.

Marijuana Smokers National Buyers

Las Vegas, Nevada (June 2, 2020) Sprint
Data Solutions Worldwide Marketing has
helped numerous businesses and
individuals grow and evolve, making sure
Marijuana Buyers E Mail Lists
that they achieve their best possible level
of success through carefully curated
marketing lists. And with the recently opened marijuana and CBD markets, it’s more important
than ever to reach the right leads. These new marijuana and CBD mailing lists from Sprint Data
Solutions Worldwide Marketing allow clients to reach the right leads that will translate into
conversions and a big increase in sales.
The Sprint Data Solutions Difference
Sprint Data Solutions Worldwide Marketing is a US-based company located in Nevada itself but

with affiliates, websites and
representatives in all 50 states., making
its ability to compile localized lists of
marijuana and CBD market prospects
all the more powerful. The company is
owned and operated by a veteran, and
over the years, it has gained more than
50 years’ worth of combined
experience among all of the
employees.
Initially, the business began by
compiling direct mail lists for its clients
but eventually evolved, focusing on the
digital era of marketing. Today, Sprint
Data Solutions Worldwide marketing
excels in print as well as digital
marketing lists, including email lists,
social media lists, telemarketing list,
direct mail lists, and so much more.
With this Las Vegas-based business
mailing list service offering specialized
nationwide marijuana and CBD oil
mailing lists for the state’s markets,
businesses and individuals can
penetrate the market and get a major
boost in engagement and conversions
within their target markets. From direct
physical mailing lists to email lists,
Sprint Data offers resources and tools
that provide higher engagement and
conversions along with more
meaningful, impactful business
interactions. Sprint Data Solutions
offers numerous mailing list services
for the CBD and marijuana markets in
Las Vegas, including the following:

Marijuana Smokers Medical Users Lists

CBD OIL Users

CBD for Ailments & Pets
Artificial Intelligence Mailing Lists
One of the big challenges when it
comes to creating worthwhile lists is to be able to review large sets of data and identify
meaningful patterns that give suggestions about the right people or organizations to contact. In
the past, this was done manually. But today, Sprint Data uses a highly sophisticated artificial

intelligence system to create mailing lists that are sure to work. The system compiles and
analyzes large sets of data to create mailing lists that are as efficient and beneficial as possible.

Telemarketing Lists
It may not be the most obvious way to reach new marijuana and CBD prospects, but a cold call
can still lead to solid conversions if you understand exactly how to reach out to people. Sprint
Data provides effective telemarketing lists that can generate real results and an increase to the
bottom line of any business or individual in the industry.
Text And SMS
It seems everyone has a smartphone these days, and directly messaging those devices is one of
the best ways to reach leads that will turn into conversions. The right list of sales leads sent via
text messages is an excellent way to reach the right demographic, and if lists are compiled from
respondents who have a solid track record for engagement, it’s possible for business owners to
reach the right kind of results.
Business Postal Lists
CBD and marijuana marketing lists sometimes need to focus on business-to-business
relationships. These are very specific, unique transactions. It’s important to be able to access the
most reliable, accurate business lists for this market. Sprint Data Solutions provides lists that
have been carefully reviewed and that are targeted only to the specific leads that will fit into a
marketing plan and strategy of this type, ensuring higher engagement.
Consumer Postal Mailing Lists
Direct mailing marketing to consumers is another key way to reach the right demographic when
used properly. However, it’s important that they’re used right. Otherwise, businesses end up
wasting a large amount of time, money, and energy sending mailers to those who aren’t
interested in what they have to offer. Sprint Data focuses on creating curated lists that are
specifically targeted toward the right prospects. Businesses ge
t access to crucial markets with high response rates based on metrics that can translate to
significant ROI.
Email Lists
Email has become the gold standard of communication in the business world. It can lead not
only to more responsiveness but also more accuracy since emails provide businesses with the
ability to monitor metrics and analytics specifically. This in turn means that the data compiled
from email lists allows Sprint Data Solutions to create an email list that delivers nothing but
quality results and real responses. Businesses are able to choose exactly what kind of
demographic and audience they wish to reach and then send out marketing materials directly to
them, saving time and energy that would be wasted trying to contact those who have no interest
in marijuana or CBD products.

The Future Of Marketing
There’s no doubt that marijuana and CBD will be a big part of the Nevada economic landscape
throughout the future. But being able to tap into that market requires that businesses be able to
identify the right trends and information and turn that data into meaningful mailing lists.
Sprint Data Solutions offers an answer to that problem. With an extra level of detail and data
backed by powerful AI systems, Sprint Data offers its clients a significant change from the norm.
Clients will get targeted lists that appeal directly to their business needs.
In order to ensure the best future for a business, it is vital that the right prospects and leads are
reached every time. When it comes to Marijuana and CBD marketing lists, Sprint Data Solutions
promises results along with the pride of knowing that businesses are supporting a disabled
veteran owned company. To learn more, visit the Sprint Data Solutions website today.
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